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1 Introduction

In recent years, members of the steering committee of
the IEEE Requirements Engineering (RE) Conference
have discussed paper classification and evaluation cri-
teria for RE papers. The immediate trigger for this dis-
cussion was our concern about differences in opinion
that sometimes arise in program committees about the
criteria to be used in evaluating papers. If program
committee members do not all use the same criteria, or if
they use criteria different from those used by authors,
then papers might be rejected or accepted for the wrong
reasons. Surely not all papers should be evaluated
according to the same criteria. Some papers describe
new techniques but do not report on empirical research;
others describe new conceptual frameworks for investi-
gating certain RE problems; others report on industrial
experience with existing RE techniques. Other kinds of
papers can also be easily recognized. All of these types of
papers should be evaluated according to different crite-
ria. But we are far from a consensus about what classes

of paper we should distinguish, and what the criteria are
for each of these classes.

We see a variety of evaluation criteria in journals
too. At one extreme is the set of nine genres used by
IEEE Software [15], all of which have different evalu-
ation criteria. At the other extreme is the single paper
class recognized by the Requirements Engineering
Journal, which has the following evaluation criteria:
originality, utility, technical contribution, and relation
to previous work. Apparently, the only paper class
recognized by the Requirements Engineering Journal is a
paper describing an original and useful solution tech-
nique. This corresponds to the ‘‘how to’’ genre of IEEE
Software. This leaves authors and reviewers for the
Requirements Engineering Journal in the dark about
how other classes of papers should be judged, such as
experience reports, empirical studies, or tutorials, none
of which describe an original technique. This might
lead to the use, by reviewers, of evaluation criteria
unknown to authors, or even to the use of mutually
inconsistent evaluation criteria by different reviewers of
the same submission.

The calls for papers of successive RE conferences,
in which some of us acted as program chair, show an
evolution of paper classification and evaluation
schemes. Each scheme was based on the experience of
the previous chair, and we tried to pass on our
experience to the next chair. We also discussed our
ideas with other members of the Steering Committee
of the RE conferences, and with RE researchers out-
side the Steering Committee. This short note presents
the outcome of those discussions in the form of a
proposal for paper classification and a set of evalua-
tion criteria for different paper classes. We hope to
include more people in the discussion and thereby
further improve the classification and evaluation
scheme.

In Section 2, we sketch the rationale for our classifi-
cation. Section 3 presents the classification, and Section
4 concludes with a discussion of background ideas and
related work.
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2 Rationale for the classification

The starting point of the classification scheme is the
observation that much of what is called research in our
community is really design. We propose new techniques
for doing RE. Designing is, by definition, the activity of
proposing a technique for a purpose [19, 26]. To do re-
search, on the other hand, is to investigate something in
a systematic manner. The outcome of designing is an
artifact, such as a new technique, notation, device, or
algorithm. The outcome of research is new knowledge.

Researchers in such diverse fields as product devel-
opment and systems engineering have identified the
engineering cycle as the logical structure of engineering
activity [1, 2, 6, 13, 16, 20, 23]. This is because the
engineering cycle is basically the structure of rational
decision-making [14, 18].

2.1 The engineering cycle

Design and research are distinct but closely related, as
can be seen in the following list of activities, which we
call the engineering cycle. We demonstrate this cycle with
papers that underpin, report, and apply the University
of Toronto’s i* approach

(a) Problem investigation: Investigation of the current
situation. For example, we may investigate the
current way of doing RE, such as El Emam and
Madhavji’s [10] field survey of requirements prac-
tices for information systems development.

(b) Solution design: Propose an improvement to the
current situation. For example, we may propose a
new RE technique, such as the i* approach
described in Yu and Mylopoulos [27].

(c) Solution validation: Investigation of proposed solu-
tion properties. For example, we may investigate the
properties of a new RE technique such as i*, and
predict whether this will improve the current way of

doing RE in a certain aspect. Easterbrook et al. [9]
recently investigated whether i* models, applied with
a viewpoints approach, would lead to improved
requirements discovery.

(d) Solution selection: The literature has shown a suc-
cession of i* proposals each an improvement over
the previous one. The process by which improve-
ments were selected has however never been
reported about, so we cannot give a reference here.

(e) Solution implementation: Realizing the selected solu-
tion, for example, introducing a new RE technique
in an organization. Maiden et al. [17] report how i*
was implemented as part of the RESCUE process to
specify requirements for air traffic management
systems.

(f) Implementation evaluation: Investigation of the new
situation. For example, we may investigate
the practice of RE in an organization, where this
organization has recently introduced a new way of
doing RE. Bush [5] reports how the i* approach
introduced previously in the UK’s National Air
Traffic Services through the RESCUE process later
informed analysis of safety goals.

The engineering cycle is a list of activities, not a
sequential program. People may start with problem
analysis, or with solution design, or do both at the same
time. We may even start with validation. Cross showed
that experienced designers develop their understanding
of the problem in parallel with designing a solution and
validating the solution properties [7]. And Witte [25]
showed that in major management decision processes,
all tasks in the cycle are performed in parallel. Figure 1
shows the activities in the engineering cycle, plus the use
activity, and some of their non-sequential impact rela-
tionships.

The engineering cycle is a classification of engineering
tasks and their logical relationships. To justify that a
design solves a problem, the designer should refer to an
investigation of the problem. To justify the selection of
one solution rather than another, the designer should

Fig. 1 Activities in the
engineering cycle, plus the use
activity. Boxes represent
activities, arrows represent
impacts. There is no preferred
sequential relationship among
the activities
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refer to the different properties of the solutions as
uncovered by solution validations. To justify an imple-
mentation, the designer should refer to the solution
design that had been chosen.

We now classify RE papers into those that describe
research activities (Section 2.2), a design activity (Sec-
tion 2.3), or other relevant activities related to the
engineering cycle (Section 2.4).

2.2 Research activities

The engineering cycle contains three research activities,
namely

problem investigation (which problems exist in RE
practice?),
solution validation (what are the properties of a
proposed solution?), and
implementation evaluation (what are the experiences
with this implemented solution?).

The first and third of these tasks are very hard to dis-
tinguish in practice, because in both kinds of research, we
investigate the use of RE techniques in practice. In
problem investigation, we do this to understand prob-
lems with RE techniques; in implementation evaluation,
we do this to understand the use of a particular technique
in practice. We propose to group these two activities
together under the heading of evaluation research.

The second research task, solution validation, has a
quite different nature, because here we investigate the
properties of a technique not yet implemented. As
illustrated by a recent historical study of the engineer-
ing sciences, this is the core business of engineering
research [3]. Engineering researchers are in the business
of proposing new techniques and investigating their
properties. Civil engineers propose new techniques for
building roads and investigate their properties; aero-
nautic engineers propose new techniques for flying
aircraft and investigate their properties, etc. The
important difference with evaluating existing situations
is that in validation research, the techniques investi-
gated are novel and have not yet been implemented in
practice. One would not expect field research to be a
useful research method in validation research. Mathe-
matical analysis or laboratory experimentation, on the
other hand, would be useful research methods. We
propose to give this research task a class of its own,
called validation research.

The difference between validation research and eval-
uation research is that in the first, techniques not yet
implemented in practice are investigated, whereas in the
second, techniques-in-practice are investigated. As with
all research, hypotheses (expected outcomes) may be
falsified. Techniques may not work as expected, and
both kinds of research, validation, and evaluation, can
send the researcher back to the drawing board to
improve the technique.

2.3 Design

The second task in the engineering cycle, solution de-
sign, is a creative task in which some new technique is
proposed. To describe a new technique, we must explain
its ingredients, show how these fit together, explain the
technique’s intended use, illustrate it with an example,
and state how we think it works. Solution design is not a
research activity, but engineering journals and confer-
ences contain many contributions that describe a design.
This is useful for other engineering researchers even if
the design is not validated, because they could replicate
the technique and validate its properties, or use it to
solve their own problems, which might be problems the
designer of the technique had not considered. We call
contributions that fall under this class as proposal of a
solution.

2.4 Other: new conceptual frameworks, opinions,
and experiences

Both in research and in design, we use conceptual
frameworks to structure the world we are investigating
or designing. For example, we view RE as a goal-
analysis activity, a specification activity, a negotiation
activity, or a problem framing activity. Each of these
views comes with a framework consisting of concepts
such as goals, objects, stakeholders, frames, etc.
Researchers and designers will usually adopt an exist-
ing conceptual framework, but occasionally they may
develop a totally new one. This is different from re-
search as well as from design. Research presupposes a
conceptual framework that structures the world to be
investigated; in order to make observations at all, one
must have a language in which to describe the obser-
vations. Developing such a language is a philosophical
activity. Similarly, developing the conceptual frame-
work by which we describe a solution technique is not
the same thing as inventing a design in terms of a given
view of the world. We call papers that describe a new
conceptual framework, implying a new way of viewing
the world, philosophical papers. These have their own
evaluation criteria, which are different from the criteria
by which research papers or design papers are evalu-
ated.

Yet another class of papers is those that express an
opinion. These do not describe new research results, de-
signs, or conceptual frameworks, but rather are the
author’s opinions of what we should do. Authors may
express opinions about the desirable direction of RE
research, what is good or bad about something, what as a
communitywe should door not do, or anything else about
values and preferences. Examples are the viewpoints in
Requirements Engineering Journal and columns in IEEE
Software. These papers too have their own evaluation
criteria, and we call these papers opinion papers.

A final paper class that is valued at RE conferences is
experience papers written by practitioners in the field.
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These describe a personal experience using a particular
technique. They do not propose a new technique—that
would be a solution proposal. They are not scientific
experiments—that would be an evaluation or validation
paper. They need not even contain lessons learned: that
would make it an evaluation research paper, evaluating
experiences with a technique in practice by means of
action research. The criterion here is that the paper de-
scribes the personal experiences of the author and that
these are interesting enough to communicate to other
practitioners. We propose to call this class of papers
experience papers.

We have not been able to find paper classes other
than the ones above, but we remain open for motivated
proposals for other paper classes.

3 The classification

We now summarize the classification, and extend it with
a proposal for evaluation criteria in each paper class.

Evaluation research: This is the investigation of a
problem in RE practice or an implementation of an RE
technique in practice. If it reports on the use of an RE
technique in practice, then the novelty of the technique is
not a criterion by which the paper should be evaluated.
Rather, novelty of the knowledge claim made by the
paper is a relevant criterion, as is the soundness of the
research method used. In general, research results in new
knowledge of causal relationships among phenomena,
or in new knowledge of logical relationships among
propositions. Causal properties are studied empirically,
such as by case study, field study, field experiment,
survey, etc. Logical properties are studied by conceptual
means, such as by mathematics or logic. Whatever the
method of study, it should support the conclusions sta-
ted in the paper.

Evaluation criteria for this kind of paper are

Is the problem clearly stated?
Are the causal or logical properties of the problem
clearly stated?
Is the research method sound?
Is the knowledge claim validated? In other words, is
the conclusion supported by the paper?
Is this a significant increase of knowledge of these
situations? In other words, are the lessons learned
interesting?
Is there sufficient discussion of related work?

Proposal of solution: This paper proposes a solution
technique and argues for its relevance, without a full-
blown validation. The technique must be novel, or at
least a significant improvement of an existing tech-
nique. A proof-of-concept may be offered by means of
a small example, a sound argument, or by some other
means.

Evaluation criteria are

Is the problem to be solved by the technique clearly
explained?
Is the technique novel, or is the application of the
techniques to this kind of problem novel?
Is the technique sufficiently well described so that the
author or others can validate it in later research?
Is the technique sound?
Is the broader relevance of this novel technique
argued?
Is there sufficient discussion of related work? In other
words, are competing techniques discussed and com-
pared with this one?

Validation research: This paper investigates the proper-
ties of a solution proposal that has not yet been imple-
mented in RE practice. The solution may have been
proposed elsewhere, by the author or by someone else.
The investigation uses a thorough, methodologically
sound research setup. Possible research methods are
experiments, simulation, prototyping, mathematical
analysis, mathematical proof of properties, etc.

Evaluation criteria are similar to those for evaluation
research

Is the technique to be validated clearly described?
Are the causal or logical properties of the technique
clearly stated?
Is the research method sound?
Is the knowledge claim validated (i.e., is the conclu-
sion supported by the paper)?
Is it clear under which circumstances the technique
has the stated properties?
Is this a significant increase in knowledge about this
technique?
Is there sufficient discussion of related work?

Philosophical papers: These papers sketch a new way of
looking at things, a new conceptual framework, etc.

Evaluation criteria are

Is the conceptual framework original?
Is it sound?
Is the framework insightful?

Opinion papers: These papers contain the author’s
opinion about what is wrong or good about something,
how we should do something, etc.

Evaluation criteria are

Is the stated position sound?
Is the opinion surprising?
Is it likely to provoke discussion?

Personal experience papers: In these papers, the emphasis
is on what and not on why. The experience may concern
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one project or more, but it must be the author’s personal
experience. The paper should contain a list of lessons
learned by the author from his or her experience. Papers in
this category will often come from industry practitioners
or from researchers who have used their tools in practice,
and the experience will be reported without a discussion of
researchmethods. The evidence presented in the paper can
be anecdotal.

Evaluation criteria are

Is the experience original?
Is the report about it sound?
Is the report revealing?
Is the report relevant for practitioners?

Papers can span more than one category, although some
combinations are unlikely. It is quite possible to write a
paper proposing a new technique and presenting a
sound validation of the technique, ending with a dis-
cussion in which the author airs his or her opinion about
what other researchers should do. The point of this
classification is not to force authors to write papers that
fit within one class. The purpose is to avoid papers that
belong to one class to be evaluated by criteria that apply
to another class.

Evaluation research and validation research papers
should use a sound research method; this is not a cri-
terion for the other paper classes. We deliberately refrain
from listing all possible sound research methods. The set
of possible research methods is only bounded by the
creativity of the researcher. Well-known empirical re-
search methods include laboratory experiments, simu-
lations, field experiments, case studies, and action
research, and each has many variants. The criterion to
be used in evaluating papers covering evaluation re-
search or validation research is not whether a known
research method is used. The criterion is whether the
knowledge claims made by the paper are interesting, and
are justified by the research method followed. See the list
of criteria given before.

Another criterion not to be used in evaluating research
papers (evaluation research or validation research) is
whether the techniques investigated are sufficiently new.
That is a criterion for Solution Proposal papers, not for
research papers. Conversely, for Solution Proposal pa-
pers, criteria relating to the use of sound researchmethods
and interesting knowledge claims are not appropriate.

4 Discussion

Compared to Zave’s earlier classification of RE research
efforts [28], our goal is to identify paper evaluation cri-
teria and not to define a classification of topics that
belong to RE. We are concerned about the use of a
correct research method by authors and of proper
evaluation criteria by reviewers, and not about the RE
topics that can be researched.

The role of scientific research methods has been de-
bated by a number of researchers. Brooks [4] suggests
that engineers aim to producing useful things and
therefore do not have to follow scientific methods.
Auyang [3] surveys the history of a few branches of
engineering and observes no difference between research
into the properties of artifacts and research into the
properties of natural objects. Engineering researchers
usually have a larger obligation than natural scientists do
to motivate their research by the expected utility of their
results. But this is a matter of degree, and engineering
researchers are just as curiosity-driven about their sub-
jects as natural scientists are. One important observation
Auyang makes is that engineering is not simply the
application of knowledge taken from the natural sciences
to practical problems. Rather, engineering is the appli-
cation of the scientific method to practical problems [3, p
134]. We should make clear here that we accept both
quantitative and qualitative research methods, ranging
from controlled experiments to case study and action
research. The essential element of any research method is
that the scientists bends over backwards to check every
possible way in which the knowledge claim made by the
scientist could be wrong [11]. Vincenti [22, p 229 and
further] too makes clear that the use of critical, scientific
methods plays a central role in the growth of engineering
knowledge—not to be confused with transfer from sci-
ence, which plays a secondary role.

One science fromwhich we could learn how to propose
and validate techniques is medicine. Davis and Hickey [8]
describe how the model of laboratory tests, clinical tests,
and pilot applications of new medicine could be used to
define a hierarchy of validation levels for a new RE
technique, leading up to actual implementation of the
technique. Currently, validation is weak in software
engineering papers. Tichy et al. [21] and Zelkowitz and
Wallace [29] show that validation was absent in roughly
30–50% of the software engineering papers that require
validation. A case study by Wieringa and Heerkens [24]
indicates that the situation in RE may be just as bad. At
the other extreme, Glass et al. [12] show that papers in
information systems tend to be empirical and propose no
solutions for the problems they cover. The classification
scheme proposed in this paper shows that we need to do
all of these things: investigate problems empirically, as
information systems researchers do; propose novel de-
signs as software engineers do; and validate these solu-
tions, as researchers in the engineering sciences do.
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